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UNDERSTANDING FREEMASONRY 

THE ~TIEW FROM 
THE STARTING LINE: 
AN ENTERED APPRENTICE'S 
PERSPECTIVE OF FREEMASONRY 

BY ANTONIO M. MANTICA 

n a brisk October morning in 
Vienna only two years ago, 
Kenyan marathon runner 
and world record-holder, 
Eliud Kipchoge, decided 

~o do something that scientists had said was 
impossible: to run a marathon in under two 
hours. "This will go in history as far as the 
human family is concerned," he said in his 
announcement. "It's not about recognition 
or ratification, but to make history and to 
pass on a message that no human is limited." 
Despite Kipchoge's inspiring words, let me 
begin here with the major caveat that I have 
never run a marathon nor do I intend to. I will 
happily point out that Philippides, the Greek 
messenger who ran some twenty-five miles 
from Marathon to Athens co warn the citizens 
of approaching Persian attackers, the very 
man for whom the race is named in honor, 
died upon going the distance. Nevertheless, I 

still find something very inspiring about the 
story of Eliud Kipchoge. And I cannot help 
but think of him as I stand at the starting line 
of my very own, thankfully metaphorical, 
marathon as an Entered Apprentice Mason. 

I cannot claim to know what was going 
through Kipchoge's mind as he stood at the 
stazting line of his miraculous marathon run, 
but I would like to take a moment to reflect 
on my thoughts as I begin my Masonic 
marathon. Perhaps the most interesting 
question to start that reflection is, "Why 
Freemasonry?" Because when I look around 
at other applicants, I do not feel like a typical 
candidate for Freemasonry. Last night, I met 
five prospective petitioners at the Lodge, all of 
whom told me that they had initially sought 
out Freemasonry because they had fathers or 
grandfathers who had been Masons. To my 
knowledge, I have no relatives or ancestors 

who were Masons. So why should I seek out 
Freemasonry? I look around at current lodge 
members, and I see a majority of men above 
sixty-five years old, and yet here I write this at 
the age of twenty-eight. Why should I want to 
seek out Freemasonry? I see that the fraternal 
aspects of Freemasonry are a significant draw 
for many of those who are, or were, in the 
military, law enforcement, and those who 
were in university social fraternities who ~~ish 
to keep the feelings of brotherhood that they 
had in those places. And yet, I am not a part 
of any of those groups. So again, why should I 
seek out Freemasonry? 

Upon completing the marathon, Kipchoge 
told a reporter, "For humanity, whatever 
level you are in, you can move yourself to 
another level:' I believe in that sentiment full-
heartedly. Iknew it in my heart before I sought 
out Freemasonry. I knew that there was no 
end-all-be-all apex of goodness that a person 
could achieve. Still, I did have a deep desire to 
learn how to improve myself — to find some 
means of self-improvement by tempering the 
indulgences in my life that I took to excess, 
by finding courage and acceptance in the face 
of the adversities of life, or by becoming a 
more understanding and empathetic person to 
others. And I tell you today, that was why I 
sought out Freemasonry. 

I am gratefiil chat I started attending the 
lodge get-to-know-you dinners at the specific 
lodge that I chose. After attending meetings 
at other lodges in, the surrounding area, I 
am confident that I may have been turned 
away from Masonry if I had walked through 
the door at one of those other lodges. One 
of my science heroes, American physicist 
Richard Feynman, most well-known to the 
public for his role on the commission that 
investigated the Challenger disaster, wrote in 
his autobiography about being turned off by 
Freemasonry. He said that all he saw was a club 
of men who patted themselves on the back, 
saying things like, "Our club is so great. Isn't 
it great? Everyone should want to be a pazt of 
our club." This was my biggest concern before 
I ever stepped foot into any lodge. Surely any 
group of two or more people is susceptible 
to this mentality. And Freemasonry is no 
exception. Was I seeking a group who liked to 



sit around on nice leather couches and blow smoke? Thankfully, the 
lodge I first stepped into was far from such a group. And the brothers 
therein were far from such people. 

I found a group of respectful men — a group of men who listened, 
comprehended, and met me on the level. This was a group of leaders. 
And in that group, I saw the opportunity to surround myself with 
people who would encourage me to cultivate the same virtues within 
myself. When Kipchoge ran the marathon, he did so with a team to 
help him achieve his under-two-hour goal. This team consisted of forry-
one pacesetters, lovingly called "rabbits" in the running community, 
who rotated in and out in a V formation in front of him. These fony-
one rabbits made up a dream-team roster of long-distance runners, 
consisting of running champions from all over the world, the best of 
the best. And as soon as I met the brothers of the lodge that I ended up 
petitioning to join, I knew that I had found my forty-one rabbits. 

the finish line of my Masonic marathon, if it can be said to exist at 
all, lies far ahead. But having been an Entered Apprentice now for six 
months and coming to a place where I feel confident about my decision 
to start this journey in the first place, what do I now see on the path 
ahead? And having considered what Freemasonry has to offer me, what 
can I, in turn, offer Freemasonry? 

I will answer the first question by saying that since becoming an 
Entercd Apprentice Mason > I have become painfully aware of some 
of the shortcomings of Freemasonry today. I am aware that over two 
hundred years ago, Worshipful Brother Prince Hall was rejected by 
his brothers and forced to form a racially segregated jurisdiction of 
Freemasonry, a branch which, at the time of this writing, still goes 
officially unrecognized by six U.S. states. I am painfully aware that 
there are two states in which being a gay man can constitutionally 
prevent you from joining Freemasonry. I am aware chat there are 
lodges ~hac correlate success with the number of names on Their rosters. 
I am aware that expanding definitions of gender identities during my 
lifetime create concerns among a group chat only accepts "men." And 
while I recognize and appreciate that all of these things are larger than 
me, these are, nevertheless, conversations in which I, as a Mason, am 
now a part. And I will not refuse to point out the paradox in a group of 
people who claim the sanctity of brotherhood and belief in the Great 
Leveler that holds us all equally on the same level, who at the same 
time hold others below themselves because of the color of their skin or 
the people with whom they share their beds. 

On a brighter flote, I also see the opportunity to offer my own 
experiences as a helping hand to my brothers in Freemasonry. The 
thought of improving my leadership skills b} surrounding myself with 
other leaders is appealing, but that also means I need to provide the 
same to others. The merits of pursuing good leadership practices have 
been pillars of my adult life, and in Freemasonry, I see the opportunity 
to amplify and share my leadership beliefs. As a ten-year student of 
physics, I cannot help but make the analogy of laser light, where 
light bounces back and forth off mirrors inside of a ruby tube, giving 
energy to nearby ruby atoms until they have enough energy emit to 
light themselves, causing a coherent beam of red light to radiate from 
the apparatus. This is how leaders, surrounding themselves with other 
leaders, can give energy to one another for the ultimate purpose of 
finding Light. Continuing in the vein of physics, Freemasons regularly 
refer to the Grand Architect of the Universe. And I see ahead of me 
on my Masonic journey the opportunity to illuminate more about my 

relationship to that Architect, about the role that I play on the universal 
stage. Perhaps in some small way, my knowledge of that universe may 
help another brother do the same. 

At the time of this writing, only siac days ago, Kenyan long-distance 
runner Titus Ekiru announced that he would set out to beat Kipchoge's 
dazzling 1:59:40 marathon finish. I am not sure what my official 
timestamp will come in for my Masonic marathon ahead of me, but I 
know that I will give it my best. I will trust the forty-one rabbits who 
are setting the pace beside me. I will seek to improve myself through 
Masonry while encouraging my brothers to unprove themselves at 
the same time. And we will together emit a brilliantly bright Light. 
And hopefully, when I have reached that finish line, it will be to look 

behind me and see another runner, ready 
at the starting line, looking ardently ahead, 
saying, "I'm going to be all that and more." 
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